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software for Windows Category:Medical softwareQ: Should I ever consider a compiler as a VCS? I see that a lot of people put a
compiler as a VCS. This is what people write: Compiler is a VCS. Personally, I prefer the VCS definition: A VCS is a way of
storing changes to code. For this reason, I don't consider a compiler as a VCS. Maybe for some projects it would make sense,

but then you will have a different project working with a different VCS every time. What do you think? A: The only case where
I'd consider a compiler as a VCS is when I need to take a compiler-generated source file and feed it into some other compiler
for build automation or some other application. That's one case where the fact that the compiler generates a source code file
helps. That said, I've heard folks argue that some source-to-source compilers (such as a JIT compiler) are not VCSs because
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they don't have versioning and don't have a known method for merging. That might be technically true, but it doesn't make sense
to me that a compiler that's compiled by your normal C compiler is not a VCS. You should define VCS to be whatever makes

sense to you and your situation. If you need your compiler to generate a source file that you feed into some other tool, that's one
definition that's perfectly fine. I would agree with you. A compiler is not really a VCS. You can argue that a compiler is a tool, it

is a command line tool that can produce a source-file, but it is not a VCS. If you're working with source code, it's a VCS (it
stores and serves the source code you've edited and created). As soon as you convert that code to a binary, you don't have it any

longer. That's why it doesn't make sense to use it as such, unless 82157476af
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